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SPRING CONCERT IS
CLIMAX OF SEASON

Composed from Page 1.)

The joint concert in Somerville High School, March 11, was an experiment but rather a disappointment, as a success had been anticipated. At the close of the second term, plans were made for a Spring Concert, the biggest concert of the year.

Twelve concerts are booked for the second term. Of these, two are given every week, with the exception of February 25. From then on the clubs will have the honor of overlooking concert for a few days. A schedule for the term follows:

Spring Concert: the date exchange so that male students may apply for a girl. The idea was started by two young women of the University who passed out an exchange list of one hundred names. Several of the more beautiful of the miss immediately replied. One wanted a girl "dumb, but not too much." "Blond hair, dark, of fashionable type" are most sought.

It Pays to Win

Center College is recognized that it pays to produce a winning football team. Last year they had an enrollment of slightly over 300. To date they have had over 300 applications for admission for next year.

Either Right or Wrong

The department of Psychology of Northwestern University has introduced the "right or wrong" system of grading papers in an examination. No partial credit is given on a question. It has been found that the same number of A's and B's are obtained under this system as former-